MentorMob in Education

Learning Playlists help educators around the world engage students with content in a way that’s relevant to their lives outside the classroom - while incorporating social media, gamification, and mobile access.

Four Things you should Know About MentorMob

1. Virtually all media is supported including YouTube videos, websites, Google Docs, PDFs, and more
2. Learning Playlists can be created and edited collaboratively or privately
3. Learning Playlists can be embedded into blogs, websites, and LMSs
4. Privacy, engagement metrics, and quiz results are included in Upgraded Accounts

How Teachers are Using MentorMob For Their Classroom

1. Allowing students to construct their own ideas versus being lectured to
2. Engaging students at home by flipping their learning
3. Differentiating their students’ learning experience based on comprehension
4. Delivering high-quality Professional Development to teachers
What teachers are saying

David Kapuler

Finally, there is something known as MentorMob Pro account which is ideal for educators. Where educators can build their playlist and bulk upload students/users in seconds. Also, a pro account has access to real-time graphs which show exactly which playlist they are learning and on which step they are on.

Because I don’t lecture, I am always searching for tools that will help students make their own meaning - because that’s the only way for students to own the knowledge and take it with them forever and ever.  

Terie Engelbrecht

Marisa Kaplan

I’m most excited because while it is super engaging for students, the parents are intrigued and now they’re learning right alongside their children. What a super cool tool for promoting parent engagement in the home.

MentorMob has the potential to take informal education to a new level by providing a structure that allows anyone to create procedural instructions regardless of their ability to create media themselves. By allowing people to synthesize new instruction from other existing sources, remix culture has finally reached instructional design.

Justin Marquis

Daniel Edwards

Mentormob.com allows the user to link stages of learning to articles/videos from the internet. Anyone can then view these steps and learn how to do something new e.g. iPad Tips and Tricks.

Alison Anderson

I started to experiment on the site and quickly discovered how easy it is to do on MM, which is incredible for teachers. My mind started to spin... The end product is the ultimate learning tool for students.